It is shown that the situation can be improved considerably by using measured ship motion data instead of the OSM data.
Introduction
The wave impact pressure has been a crucial subject to the design of the ship structure since early days of the naval architecture.
Naturally, there have been lots of works on this matter. Among them, von Karman or Wangner's theories1),2) have been used for the forces and the pressure assuming that the impact phenomena are two dimensional in the transverse section.
And their theories are known to give good estimation for the most hull forms if no air entrapping is involved.
There arise, however, some difficulties in calculating impact pressure for the actual cases. Namely, for hull sections having the flat bottom, these theories predict infinite impact pressure because the waterline varies at infinite rate in the two dimensional sense. Of course this is not the case in reality.
Existing remedies for it is to introduce empirical pressure in connection with local bottom configuration3,4).
It seems to the author that the sound treatment should comprise of due consideration to the three dimensionality of the field. Theoretical researches on this aspect are rather scarce and an axisymmetric case is examined5) so far to this author's knowledge.
Recently, the present author has worked on the three-dimensionality of water entry problem and shown that estimation of the pressure can be improved by taking into account of the effects of the longitudinal flow along the hull7), 8) . This method can be extended to include the wave impact in the same way since the problem will be reduced to the contact problem between the hull and the water surface. This paper discusses the wave impact pressure both theoretically and experimentally when the bottom surface hits the wave surface.
Theoretical consideration
Let us take a case where the ship hits into the surface of incoming wave with heaving and pitching motions under way, as is shown in Fig. 1 . The head sea is assumed.
The ship is assumed to have forward velocity U.
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1 Basic formulation
The ship is assumed to have very shallow draft compared to the horizontal dimensions of the waterplane during the motion.
The assumption may be applicable to the impact of the forward bottom.
Although basic formulation adopted in the water entry problem can be applied in principle, some revision is needed since the normal velocity distribution at the bottom can be more complex in the case of the wave impact problem than that of the water entry in still water.
It is assumed a priori that the gravity free assumption holds and the free surface condition can be replaced by equi-potential condition as in the waterientry problem for convenience.
This will be justified since the fluid is accelerated at much greater rate than that of gravity.
Let the equation of the hull in the body fixed coordinate (x0, y0, z0) be (1) We will take space fixed coordinate (x, y, z). The relation between the both coordinates is ( 2 ) where pitching (0) and heaving (h) are defined with respect to the origin of the coordinate. Bow down rotation and downward translation are taken positive direction for respective modes of motion.
The equation of the hull surface with respect to space fixed coordinate system is ( 3 ) The boundary condition on the hull moving in the incoming waves is ( 4 ) Suffix t stands for the differentiation with respect to t. The latter potential can be written as
The wave elevation and the wave slope are written respectively as ( 6 )
Substituting them into the boundary condition,
we have ( 8 ) where ( 9 ) It is seen that the problem is reduced to solve the unsteady flow field around the deforming body. (12) where (13) The strength of the doublet distribution is determined as the solution of an integral equation which states that the induced velocity by the doublet is equal to the normal velocity on the plate.
v(x, y) is given by Eq. (10). The second part of the integral is singular, of which finite part is defined by (15) 2.4 Numerical solution We will look for the strength of the distribution numerically.
First of all, the characteristics of the flat plate will be examined.
It is common feature for the plate to have a very narrow breadth compared with the longitudinal scale and to be symmetric horizontally.
Thus we will assume that the flat plate considered here is slender and symmetric about the centerline and has almost constant longitudinal length and has invariant breadth ( b ) irrespective of time.
According to the standard scheme of the aerofoil theory, the strength of the doublet distribution is assumed in polynomial function as (16) where V is an appropriate characteristic velocity in the vertical direction and
Since the flat plate is slender, the flow in the transverse direction can be approximated by simple flow which has been expressed by elliptic loading. , Thus we have (17) 2.4. 1 Equivalent waterplane The equation which determines the unknowns can be set up by taking the same number of the control points as that of the unknowns and by evaluating (17) at respective points.
Since the only one mode of variation is assumed in the y direction, a control point in y direction is fixed to y=0. Thus N locations along the centerline are taken as the control points.
Special care is needed for the numerical evaluation of a singular integral.
Moreover the above to be done first, which makes integration numerically twice.
We will try to simplify the integration by introducing the "equivalent waterplane"
concept. dotted line in the figure shows the sum of Bn which is an index of the extent of the pressure variation in the edge region.
The sum becomes small as the model is getting slender. Fig. 4 shows the variation of Bn to N in the case of the incoming wave when the wave is is seen that they are in stable condition against changing N, as was seen in heaving problem.
Next we will see how these Bn varies to the wave length of incoming wave. Fig. 5 waterline (refer to Fig. 1 and Fig. 7 ). 2. 8 Prediction of wave impact pressure It was shown so far that, if we can specify the boundary values on the bottom, the impact pressure in the waves can be calculated from the above formulation. This means that we can have a method to estimate impact pressure which was not possible in the existing method.
Typical example of that problem is the pressure on the flat plate.
Conventional two dimensional methods give infinite value of impact pressure.
In applying present method, we need ship motions and the relative wave motion.
Ship motion program such as strip method can be utilized for that purpose. The relative velocity and the inclination at the impact can be reduced easily from the result.
The details of the estimation goes as follows ; (1) Calculate the ship motions. Pitching and the relative water speed at the forward bottom at the moment of the contact of the bottom to the water surface are essential. Obtain the matched asymptotic expression of the impact pressure.
An example of the calculated impact pressure distribution over the bottom of the model ship is shown in Fig. 8 The analyses have been made by utilizing the transient wave memory and high speed oscillograph so as to trace very sharp peak values of the impact pressure in detail.
3.2 Experimental results An example of measured time histories is shown in Figs. 10-(1) through-(4). The figure with
(1) are wave forms during an experiment while those with (2) through (4) show enlarged view at impact.
Each figures presents, from top to bottom, vertical acceleration at the bow part (SS 81/2), relative water elevation at the bottom centerline of SS 9 (a wave gauge protruded from the bottom) and the pressures over the bottom. The pressure gauges are located along the bottom centerline at the SS 9 3/4, SS 9 1/2, SS 9 1/4 and SS 9. The figure shows the result in the regular speed becomes, the more intense the impacti pressure would be. It is also seen that the difference of the peak values with respect to the locations is not significant. AS an index of duration of the impact, the time of duration (T1/2) during which the pressure stays above a half of the peak value is chosen. Fig. 17 shows the relation between T112 and the bottom location. The data are taken out of several experiments. Although the scattering of the data is apparent, it is seen that the location affects little to the duration of impact and the average duration is around 5 msec.
Comparisons
It will be examined how well the present calculation can explain the experiment.
The calculation was made on the pressure over the flat bottom, which is hard to estimate by conventional two dimensional calculation.
The motion data by OSM which is used as input in the pressure calculation will be examined. in the figures. There is, however, slight discrepancies in the lags. Next it will be discussed how the location of the waterline will be estimated by the OSM calculation. Figs. 20 and 21 show how long the waterline takes to move longitudinally.
The estimation depicted by lines with circles show that the impact moves in much shorter time (faster) as approaching the bow. The experiment represented by solid symbols shows no such trend as is shown in the calculation. The difference presumably comes both from differences of phase appeared in Figs. 18 and 19 as well as from mechanisms which are neglected in It will be duscussed in the following why large discrepancy occurs between the estimation and the experiment.
The difference comes either from the estimation formula of the impact pressure or the estimation of the ship motion, especially of the location of the water line. We have seen that the estimation of the time lag of the waterline differ appreciably from the measurement.
Since the travelling speed contributes to the impact pressure substantially, it may be worth while to see what happens if we estimate the pressure with the measured travelling velocity of the waterline (Ur), while keeping the present formula for the 24 the location of the waterline and thus the agreement can be improved by refining the ship motion estimation while keeping the formula given here. It will be examined in the last how well the present formula estimates the temporal and spatial variation. Fig. 26 shows the estimation by the present theory of the variation of X112 on the bottom centerline to the inclination.
The ratio of X112 to the waterline length ( 1 ) increases as the angle is increased.
The typical value is about O. 01 for 5 deg. of inclination if the measured ship motion is input. 
Conclusion
A new calculation for the wave impact pressure over the ship hull has been presented and its numerical results have been compared with experiments.
Conclusions are ( 1 ) This method can tell effects of the longitudinal flow upon the wave impact pressure and
give rational formulation of wave impact pressure over the inclined flat bottom, which was not possible for the conventional method.
( 2 ) Effects of ship motion and the incoming wave to the impact pressure can be taken into account through relative wave velocity and the instantaneous local inclination with respect to wave surface. ( 6 ) The agreement between calculation and the experiment can be improved considerably if we utilize present formula with the measured ship motion data instead of the calculated values by OSM.
( 7 ) Spatial and temporal variation of the wave impact pressure can be explained well by the present theory.
